3rd Virtual Meeting (5th step in the VWG process)
Virtual Working Group on Governance and Mechanisms to Support Implementation

Thursday, 19 November 2020*
13:00 – 16:00 CET

AGENDA

• Welcoming Remarks by co-facilitators

• Consider forthcoming suggestions from the co-facilitators to make progress on (B) National implementation**

• Consider forthcoming suggestions from the co-facilitators to make progress on Section (C) Sub-regional, regional, international cooperation and coordination**

• Consider forthcoming suggestions from the co-facilitators to make progress on Section (D) Enhanced sectoral and stakeholder engagement**

• Technical briefing on Science-Policy Interface (UNEP)

• Open Discussion #1 on Science-Policy Interface

• Closing remarks and reminder that Electronic Input is requested by 30 November 2020 on Sections E: Subsidiary and ad hoc expert bodies for the fourth meeting of this VWG

* Those unable to participate in the VWG will have until 18 December 2020 to submit written views.
** Based on views submitted via email process by 5 November 2020